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Abstract—This study considered a tethered multicopter, pow-
ered from ground by electrical cables integrated in the tether.
For a low tether mass and diameter, but high-efficient and simple
propeller drives, a higher tether voltage than the rated voltage of
the propeller drives was considered. To avoid additional power
converters to step-down the tether voltage, the propeller drives
were proposed to be connected partly in series. A control method
was developed to stabilize the voltages and simultaneously achieve
the requested propeller forces and moments. The feasibility of
the proposed concept and the effectiveness of the developed
control method were demonstrated by experiments. The proof-
of-principle demonstrator was a tethered octocopter with 48 V
tether voltage, wherein two or four voltage levels were created
by a series connection. The demonstrator flew stably for several
minutes until a test flight was completed successfully. During
flight, the voltage control errors were always less than 0.75 V. A
possible application of such a system with a scaled-up voltage
is crosswind kite power where the kite is equipped with small
onboard turbines and the electricity is transmitted to the ground
via electrical cables. During launching and landing, the turbines
are used as propellers, i.e. the kite is a tethered multicopter and
hovers from ground into a launching position, or vice versa.

Index Terms—Multicopter, drive, voltage source converter,
series connection, kite.

I. MOTIVATION

MULTICOPTERS are propeller-equipped vertical take-
off and landing (VTOL) aircraft. One application

of commercially available multicopters with a size in the
magnitude of 1 m is aerial imaging. Usually each propeller is
mounted to a three-phase brushless motor (brushless DC motor,
BLDC, or permanent magnet synchronous machine, PMSM)
which is driven by an “electronic speed controller” (ESC), i.e. a
three-phase voltage source converter (VSC). The DC terminals
of the VSCs are all connected in parallel and supplied by a
battery with a low voltage in the magnitude of ≤ 60 V.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of “drag power”.

Another application of multicopters is recently being studied:
Fig. 1 shows the crosswind kite power concept “drag power”
(also called “onboard-”, “continuous power generation”, “fly-
gen”, or “airborne wind turbine”, see e.g. [1], [2]). The kite
(i.e. tethered wing/glider) is flown in fast crosswind trajectories
like figure eights or circles. The kite has onboard wind turbines
and generators to generate electrical power. Due to the high
speed of the kite, the airspeed at the kite is about a magnitude
higher than the actual wind speed, so that the onboard turbines
can be small. The electrical power is transmitted to the ground
via cables integrated in the tether. For minimal tether mass
and aerodynamic losses, a medium voltage in the a magnitude
of 10 kV is chosen [3]. Before the kite flies in crosswind
trajectories, the generators and wind turbines are used as
motors and propellers for a vertical take-off and subsequent
transition into crosswind flight. The reverse procedure is used
for the landing when the wind calms down or for maintenance.
During these launching and landing phases, the kite is a
tethered multicopter. Compared to conventional wind turbines,
crosswind kite power promises to harvest wind energy at higher
altitudes with stronger and steadier winds, but requires only
a fraction of the construction material. Hence, it promises
to have a higher capacity factor, lower capital investments,
and in the end a lower levelized cost of electricity (LCOE).
A drag power kite with a rated electric power of 20 kW
was developed by the company Makani Power/Google and
demonstrated autonomously all flight maneuvers and power
generation [2, Chap. 28]. Currently, a 600 kW system is being
developed [4].

Due to the high tether voltage, it is not desirable to use a
simple parallel connection of the VSCs of the electrical drives1

as for small multicopters: (i) Relatively thick isolations would

1Throughout this paper, the term “drive” denotes the combination of
electrical machine (motor/generator), its power electronics and its current-,
torque- and angular speed controllers.
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be required for the coil wires of the electrical machines and
thus would reduce efficiency and/or the torque- and power-
to-weight-ratio. (ii) A VSC with such a high voltage rating
would require a multilevel topology and thus would be costly
and complex. Similar conclusions were made by Kolar et al.
in [3]: They proposed to use several 8 kV-to-700 V bidirectional
DC-DC converters based on a dual active bridge (DAB).
However, drawbacks are the additional mass, development
and manufacturing costs, electromagnetic interference (EMI)
or additional possible points of failure.

This study considered a different approach: A mix of series
and parallel connections of the VSCs of the propeller drives
was proposed with little to no special design considerations
on the VSCs. It was still considered, that only two DC
potentials lead to the kite in the tether. Consequently, the series
connection created additional voltage levels on the kite and their
voltages were coupled to the propellers’ power consumption
(or generation) and thus propeller forces and torques.

Connecting electrical drives in series has been studied
recently for tower-based offshore wind turbines to avoid
an offshore converter station: One concept considers series
connected current source converters (CSCs) (see e.g. [5]–[7]),
which are as independent as parallel connected VSCs. CSCs
may also be an alternative for the turbines/propellers of a drag
power kite, however CSCs are more complex and costly, and
thus usually not preferred for electrical drives. Another concept
also considers series connected VSCs (see e.g. [8]–[10]). A
challenge for both concepts is the insulation for the very high
DC-voltage in the magnitude of a few 100 kV, because the
generator irons and thus the nacelles should be grounded e.g.
for safety reasons. This is proposed to be solved by a generator-
side transformer for CSCs and isolated DC-DC-converters for
VSCs. This study considers isolation not as an issue for a
drag power kite, as the voltage is a magnitude lower and there
is no obvious requirement for grounding the generator irons.
Contrary to a kite, the torque and thrust generated by any
tower-based wind turbine is compensated by the tower and
is thus irrelevant for the control of power or voltages. The
control of a multicopter is already well studied (cf. e.g. [11]–
[14] and references therein). However, no study was found
which considers a series connection of propellers/wind turbines
of a flying vehicle. On the contrary, Kolar et al. ruled out a
series connection in [3].

This study considered a tethered multicopter, powered from
ground by cables integrated in the possibly long tether for
infinite flight time. As a possible application is a drag power
kite, this study can be seen as a first evaluation of the idea
of series connected VSC-wind turbine/propeller drives by
considering only the launching and landing maneuvers where
the kite is a multicopter. The contributions of this study can
be summarized as follows:

(i) Proposal of series connected propeller drives for multi-
copters,

(ii) formulation of a generalized and simplified electro-
mechanical model,

(iii) development of a stabilizing voltage and attitude controller,
and

(iv) verification through experiments.

This study is organized as follows: Sec. II discusses topolo-
gies of series connected VSCs and propeller drives as well as
possible control actuations. Sec. III derives the model equations
and formulates the control problem. Sec. IV proposes a solution
and Sec. V reports measurement results of a demonstrator.
Finally, Sec. VI gives conclusions and an outlook.

II. TOPOLOGIES WITH SERIES CONNECTED
VSC-PROPELLER DRIVES

A. Approximation as Series Connected Equivalent Resistances
or Current Sources

Fig. 2 shows the proposed series connection of propeller
drives as simplified equivalent circuit diagram (details on
the symbols and underlying assumptions are given below in
Sec. III). The DC-link capacitors of each VSC of a voltage
level are connected in parallel and thus contribute to a voltage
level capacitance. All voltage level capacitances are connected
in series. In a simplified consideration, each VSC can be seen
either as equivalent resistance (with possibly negative value for
generator mode) or as a current source. For a balanced (equal)
voltage in each level, the sum of the (paralleled) resistances of
each voltage level or the sum of the VSC DC-currents of each
voltage level must be equal and equal to the tether current.
Note that this does not mean that all equivalent resistances or
all VSC DC-currents must be equal.

IM,0,0(t) IM,0,1(t)

IM,1,0(t) IM,1,1(t)

Ute,g(t)

Ite(t)

U1(t)

U0(t)

Rte/2

…

Ute,v(t)

Rte/2

Ite(t)

IC,0(t)

…

IC,1(t)

C0

Ite(t)

C1

Id,0(t)

…

Id,1(t)

Fig. 2. DC-link model with series connected propeller drives, whereby only
the VSC of a drive is drawn. Moreover, a possible disturbance current source
in each level is drawn.

B. Series Connected Switched Loads

Each VSC is a switched load instead of a continuous load.
Such switched loads can also be connected in series. The
difference to e.g. continuously varying resistances is that the
DC-link current of a VSC can step. Consequently, even if the
sum of the currents in each voltage level is on average balanced,
the voltages are not in general balanced in each instant of time.
Instead, the voltages have a ripple due to switching which
depends on the current (or power) drawn in each level, the
voltage level capacitance, the switching frequency and the
phase shift of the pulse width modulation (PWM) of each
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VSC. If each PWM has the same frequency and the same
phase (i.e. synchronized PWMs), the differential voltage ripple
is minimized, because the ripple current of all capacitors are
then equal (assuming the powers of all VSCs are approximately
equal).

C. Loads in a Voltage Level for a Drag Power Kite

In addition to propellers, a heater for wing-deicing, ser-
vos/hydraulic/pneumatic systems for control surfaces, lights,
control computers and sensors may need power onboard a drag
power kite. Different possibilities to supply these loads by the
tether cables as power source (P) are available:
(P1) Add a high voltage to low voltage (low power) DC-DC-

converter at the tether cable terminals on the kite to
supply all loads. The disadvantage is the complex and
costly high voltage input stage.

(P2) In each voltage level, add an isolated DC-DC-converter
(e.g. DAB) and connect each of their output stages in
parallel in a new isolated potential. The output voltage
can already be quite low (e.g. 48 V) for the possibly low
voltage demand of the loads. Consequently, only low
voltage semiconductor switches are required for the input
and the output stage and all converters might share the
same high frequency transformer core.

(P3) Connect all additional loads to one or more voltage levels
(only with low voltage DC-DC-converters for the possibly
low voltage demand of the loads). The disadvantage
would be an almost inevitable intrinsic asymmetry of
the power demands of the voltage levels and that some
loads are on different potentials (e.g. a micro controller
and sensor are on different potentials) unless isolated
DC-DC-converters are used.

D. Voltage Balancing Strategies

The voltages of each level must be stabilized actively, i.e.
there must be a possibility to actively increase or decrease the
power in each voltage level. Several balancing (B) possibilities
are at hand:
(B1) Add additional power electronics to transmit power from

any voltage level to any other voltage level. A variety
of power electronic topologies may be used e.g. similar
circuits which are used for active battery cell balancing,
see e.g. [15].

(B2) Use the loads for balancing, e.g. in combination with
power source possibility (P2) of the last section: If in
some voltage levels a high power should be drawn to
stabilize the voltages, the loads should be supplied just by
these levels. If those DC-DC converters of power source
possibility (P2) are bidirectional, they can also be used
to transmit power from any level to any other level and
simultaneously supply the loads in the isolated level.

(B3) Use break resistors (which could also be the heating
element in heaters) either in each voltage level as in power
source possibility (P3), i.e. similar to passive battery cell
balancing [15], or in the isolated level of power source
possibility (P2).
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Fig. 3. Octocopter with (a) two series connected quadcopters (SCQs) and
(b) four series connected dual copters (SCDs).

(B4) Control the power factor (i.e. the d-current) of the
electrical machines, i.e. reduce the efficiency of the
electrical machines.

(B5) Control the power sum of a voltage level while still
controlling the overall requested forces and moments of
the propellers.

For (B5), two meaningful series connection topologies (T) are
depicted in Fig. 3 (details on the symbols are given in Sec. III
and Tab. I):
(T1) Series connection of quadcopters (SCQ), i.e. each voltage

level has four propellers that are placed to form a
quadcopter. For voltage balancing, the share of the overall
requested propeller forces and moments is varied between
each quadcopter and thus between each voltage level.
Consequently, the power distribution can be changed to
control the voltage of a level, while the overall forces
and moments are achieved.

(T2) Series connection of dualcopters (SCD), i.e. each voltage
level has two propellers that are placed to form a
dualcopter which allows for the same control approach
as in (T1).

Note that (B3) and (B4) might be helpful solutions in
transient situations, but energy would be wasted and in (B4)
the maximum torque (or power) of a propeller drive is reduced.

Only the last balancing strategy (B5) and multicopter
operation (i.e. the propeller drives always draw power, despite
transient situations such as braking) are considered in this study.
Note that this method has the highest demands on the voltage
control algorithm, as it is coupled to the additional control
objective to achieve the desired propeller forces and moments.
The development of such a control method is in the focus of
the remainder of this study.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In the following, a model of the proposed system in Figs. 2
and 3 is derived and the control problem of a multicopter
with series connect propeller drives with voltage balancing and
simultaneously achieving a desired propeller force sum and
propeller moment sum is formulated. Generally, the multicopter
is considered to have identical fixed pitch propellers (apart
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from rotation direction) at fixed positions and aligned with the
vertical vehicle axis pointing upwards. Additional assumptions
employed for the mathematical models are highlighted in the
text.

Throughout this paper, the following notation is used for
iterations: m ∈ N propellers with running index i ∈ [0,m),
n ∈ N voltage levels with running index j ∈ [0, n), oj ∈ N
propeller drives in voltage level j with running index k ∈
[0, oj). Note that propeller drive i is connected in voltage level
j at position k, and any value x of that drive (e.g. voltage,
current, propeller speed) can equivalently be indexed by xi or
xj,k, i.e. the topology design defines the mapping

i = Γ(j, k) or (j, k) = Γ−1(i). (1)

A. Voltage Dynamics

Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit diagram of the considered
DC-link model which implies the following assumptions:

Assumption 1: Series inductance, series capacitance and
parallel admittance of voltage source and tether are
negligible, and can thus be modeled by a series resistance
Rte ∈ R>0[Ω] (which is the sum of the series resistance
of the ground voltage source and the tether).

Assumption 2: Series impedance and parallel admittance of
cables onboard the vehicle are negligible.

Assumption 3: Series resistance, series inductance and par-
allel admittance of DC-link capacitors are negligible,
and can thus be modeled by the series capacitance
Ci ∈ R>0[F] of drive i.

Assumptions 1–2 are reasonable as the tether and onboard
cables are short for relevant frequencies. Assumption 3 is also
a reasonable simplification for DC-link capacitors.

In Fig. 2 the capacitors of one voltage level are summarized
to the voltage level capacitance

Cj =

oj−1∑
k=0

Cj,k. (2)

The voltage dynamics of each capacitor and thus of each
voltage level j is determined by

U̇j(t) =
1

Cj
IC,j(t), Uj(t0) = Ut0,j , (3)

where IC,j(t) ∈ R[A] is the capacitor current at time t ∈ R[s],
Uj(t) ∈ R[V] is the capacitor voltage and Ut0,j ∈ R[V] is the
initial capacitor voltage at initial time t0 ∈ R[s]. Employing
Kirchhoff’s current law, the capacitor current of each voltage
level j is given by

IC,j(t) = Ite(t)−
oj−1∑
k=0

IM,j,k(t)− Id,j(t) (4)

where Ite(t) ∈ R[A] is the tether current, IM,j,k(t) ∈ R[A] is
the current drawn by the electrical drive k in voltage level j
and Id,j(t) ∈ R[A] is a disturbance current in level j which
models e.g. power consumption of micro controllers or other

(disturbance) loads. Employing Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the
tether current is given by

Ite(t) =
Ute,g(t)− Ute,v(t)

Rte
(5)

where Ute,g(t) ∈ R[V] is the tether voltage on ground and
Ute,v(t) ∈ R[V] is the tether voltage on the vehicle, which is
the sum of the capacitor voltages

Ute,v(t) =

n−1∑
j=0

Uj(t). (6)

B. Propeller Aerodynamics

Assumption 4: Thrust Ti(t) ∈ R[N] and torque Qi(t) ∈
R[Nm] of propeller i can be approximated by

Ti(t) = kTωi(t)
2, (7)

Qi(t) = kQωi(t)
2, (8)

where ωi(t) ∈ R≥0[rad/s] is the propeller speed and kT ∈
R>0[Ns2/rad] and kQ ∈ R>0[Nms2/rad] are constants.

Assumption 4 is reasonable and usually made for multicopters
(cf. e.g. [11]–[14] and references therein), because (i) all
propellers are identical (except rotation direction) with a
fixed pitch, (ii) the air density is approximately constant
for approximately constant altitude, (iii) the inflow velocity
is approximately zero for low speed flight (hovering), and
(iv) the static torque and thrust coefficients are approximately
independent of propeller speed or Reynolds number and thus
constant.

C. Propeller Drive

Each propeller is driven by an electrical drive which
includes (field-oriented) current-, torque- and speed controllers
(cf. e.g. [16] or also [17], [18]). As the inertias of the
electrical machine, shaft and propeller are small, the following
assumption is made:
Assumption 5: The propeller drive inertia Jp ∈ R>0[kg m2]

is small compared to vehicle inertias, and thus can be
neglected, i.e. Jp ≈ 0. Consequently, the propeller speed
control loop is fast compared to the vehicle dynamics,
and the demanded reference speed ωref,i(t) ∈ R≥0[rad/s]
can be considered as actuated instantaneously, i.e.

ωi(t) ≈ ωref,i(t). (9)

D. DC-Current of a Propeller Drive

The DC-current of propeller drive i can be expressed via its
electrical power PM,el,i(t) ∈ R[W] by

IM,i(t) =
PM,el,i(t)

Ui(t)
. (10)

The mechanical power PM,me,i(t) ∈ R[W] of drive i is with (8)
given by

PM,me,i(t) = Qi(t)ωi(t) = kQωi(t)
3. (11)

For simplicity, the following assumption is made:
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Assumption 6: Losses in the drive are small, so that electrical
power PM,el,i(t) and mechanical power PM,me,i(t) of
propeller drive i are approximately equal,

PM,el,i(t) ≈ PM,me,i(t). (12)

Remark 1: In view of Assumption 6, the (usual) non-minimum
phase behavior of DC-link voltage dynamics [19], [20] is
neglected. However, as the inductance of the considered
electrical machines is very small, this is not critical. If
non-minimum phase dynamics were not negligible, model
and proposed controllers might need to be extended, e.g.
using similar approaches as in [19], [20].

Combining (10)–(12) yields

IM,i(t) =
kQωi(t)

3

Ui(t)
. (13)

E. 3D Propeller Forces and Moments on the Vehicle
The thrust exerted by propeller i adds a force F b

p,i(t) =(
F b

p,x,i(t), F
b
p,y,i(t), F

b
p,z,i(t)

)> ∈ R3[N] on the vehicle given by

F b
p,i(t) = eb

MTi(t), (14)

where eb
M =

(
0, 0, 1

)>
is the shaft axis unit vector in body

coordinates (which is here considered constant and parallel to
the vertical vehicle axis).

As the propellers are mounted with a lever arm to the center
of mass rb

p,i =
(
rb

p,x,i, r
b
p,y,i, r

b
p,z,i

)> ∈ R3[m], the thrust of
propeller i also adds a moment

M b
p,i(t) = rb

p,i × F b
p,i(t). (15)

The electrical machine “pushes” the propeller in one angular
direction and consequently the vehicle is “pushed” in the
opposite angular direction. With Assumption 5 the torque of
the electrical machine is the same as the propeller torque.
Consequently, each machine also adds the moment

M b
M,i(t) = −σieb

MQi(t), (16)

where σi ∈ {+1,−1} is the rotation direction of propeller i
with σi = +1 for counter-clockwise (propeller seen from top)
and σi = −1 for clockwise.

Each propeller shaft also contributes a gyroscopic effect,
which is however neglected through Assumption 5.

Combining (7)–(8) with (14)–(16) yields

τ (t) = Hδ(t) (17)

where

τ (t) =
(
F b

pΣ,z(t),M
b
pΣ,x(t),M b

pΣ,y(t),M b
pΣ,z(t)

)>
, (18)

is the virtual control vector,

H =


kT kT . . . kT

rb
p,y,0kT rb

p,y,1kT . . . rb
p,y,m−1kT

−rb
p,x,0kT −rb

p,x,1kT . . . −rb
p,x,m−1kT

−σ0kQ −σ1kQ . . . −σm−1kQ

 (19)

is the control effectiveness matrix, and

δ(t) =
(
ω0(t)2, ω1(t)2, . . . , ωm−1(t)2

)>
(20)

is the control vector (cf. e.g. [11]–[14] and references therein).

F. Control Problem Formulation

The control problem can be formulated as follows: Find a
control algorithm that simultaneously stabilizes the voltages in
each level and generates a desired virtual control vector, i.e.

lim
t→∞

(
τ ref(t)− τ (t)

)
≈ 0 (21)

lim
t→∞

(
Uref,j(t)− Uj(t)

)
≈ 0 (22)

with Uref,j(t) = rj(t)Ute,v(t),
∑n−1

j=0 rj(t) = 1, rj(t) ∈ (0, 1],
where Uref,j(t) is the voltage reference of level j and τ ref(t)
is the virtual control vector reference. The control algorithm
shall be simple for reduced debugging and tuning efforts as
well as for reduced hardware performance demands (low cost
micro controllers and communication busses).

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed control
method, which is derived in the following.

A. Multicopter Control

To solve the control problem (21)–(22), a conventional
cascaded multicopter controller with inversion based control
allocation is adopted (cf. e.g. [11]–[14] and references therein),
and then extended by a voltage stabilization: The inner most
controllers consist of the AC-motor current controllers, torque
controllers and propeller speed controllers. These controllers
are already idealized by Assumption 5 and are executed
independently on each ESC. The next superimposed controller
is an inversion-based control allocation given with (17) and
Assumption 5 by

δref(t) = inv(H)τ ref(t), (23)

where δref(t) contains the squares of the propeller speed
references, and

inv(H) = H>
(
HH>

)−1
(24)

is the pseudo inverse (which is constant and can be solved
offline). As 0 ≤ ωi(t) ≤ ωref,i(t) ≤ ωi(t), a clipping is applied
and the reference propeller speeds are

ωref,i =


ωi(t) for δref,i(t) ≤ ωi(t)

2

ωi(t) for δref,i(t) ≥ ωi(t)
2√

δref,i(t) otherwise
(25)

where δref,i(t) is the ith component of vector δref(t). With (23)–
(25) the first part of the control problem (21) is achieved (if
no clipping (25) is required).

Note that τ ref(t) is the output of superimposed controllers,
such as attitude and position controllers. The control allocation
and those superimposed controllers are executed on a central
micro controller, see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed control method.

B. Voltage Control via Propeller Speed Offset (or via Virtual
Control Current)

For a simple voltage control approach, only “symmetric”
topologies such as SCQ and SCD mentioned in Sec. II-D and
shown in Fig. 3 are considered: If the voltage of a level is
above its reference voltage, the powers of all propellers of
that level are increased, i.e. the propeller speeds are increased,
and vice versa if the voltage of a level is below its reference
voltage. As the propellers in such symmetric topologies are
placed so that their torques and moments cancel out, mainly
the thrust of that copter is increased. Since at the same time
the voltage of another copter would be below its reference, the
thrust of that copter would be decreased approximately by the
same amount. As a consequence, such symmetric topologies
allow to impose the following assumption:

Assumption 7: Differential propeller speed offsets in the
different voltage levels hardly affect τ (t).

With Assumption 7, the propeller speed reference is modified
to

ω̃ref,i(t) = ωref,i(t) + vi(t) (26)

with ωref,i(t) from (23)–(25) and offset vi(t) ∈ R[rad/s].
This offset alters the resulting drive DC-current, given by
inserting (26) into (13) with Assumption 5

ĨM,i(t) =
kQ

Ui(t)

(
ωi(t) + vi(t)

)3
. (27)

The difference between ĨM,i(t) and IM,i(t) is

Iv,i(t) = ĨM,i(t)− IM,i(t) (28)

=
kQ

Ui(t)

[(
ωi(t) + vi(t)

)3
− ωi(t)

3

]
. (29)

The idea is to find an expression for vi(t) which yields a desired
current Iv,i(t), i.e. to interpret Iv,i(t) as virtual control input.

That expression is found by solving (29) for vi(t) and inserting
the result into (26), which, with Assumption 5, becomes

ω̃ref,i(t) = 3

√
ωref,i(t)3 +

Ui(t)

kQ
Iv,ref,i(t), (30)

where Iv,ref,i(t) is the reference of the offset current. This
reference generation (30) divides each propeller drive i into an
uncontrolled current source (disturbance) caused by ωref,i (first
term in (30)), and a controlled current source Iv,ref,i(t) (second
term in (30)), with which the voltages can be stabilized. Note
that the latter term of the radicand with Iv,ref,i(t) becomes
less dominant for increasing ωref,i(t), and if Iv,ref,i(t) = 0 then
ω̃ref,i(t) = ωref,i(t). Consequently, the reference speed and thus
force, torque and power of propeller i are only changed if there
is a requested control current. Moreover, to fulfill the condition
ω̃ref,i(t) ≥ ωi(t) ≥ 0, the offset current reference must be
limited by the lower bound

Iv,ref,i(t) ≥ Iv,ref,i(t) =
kQ

Uj(t)

(
ωi(t)

3 − ωref,i(t)
3
)
. (31)

For propeller drive i which is connected to voltage level j
at position k (cf. (1)), the PI-voltage controllers

Iv,ref,j,k(t) = KP,j,k

(
Uref,j(t)− Uj(t)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∗

+KI,j,kζj(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∗∗

(32)

ζ̇j(t) = Uref,j(t)− Uj(t), ζj(t0) = ζt0,j(t) (33)

are proposed, where KP,j,k ∈ R[A/V] and KI,j,k ∈ R[A/(Vs)]
are proportional and integral gains and ζj(t) ∈ R[Vs] is the
integral of the voltage error of level j. Note that the part
highlighted by ∗ can be executed on each ESC individually
with the same high control cycle frequency (and thus response
time) as the speed controller (considering that Uref,j(t) ≈ const.
and Uj,k(t) ≈ Uj(t) is measured locally), whereas the part
highlighted by ∗∗ and (33) can be executed on a central micro
controller. This control method is inspired by the frequency
(or power) control of the power system with primary control
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(local P-controller in the power plants, here on the ESC) and
secondary control (global I-controller by the grid operator, here
on the central micro controller). Consequently, a runaway of
the integrators due to measurement offsets is avoided, which
would occur if a PI-controller was executed on each ESC.

It can be shown, that P-controllers, i.e. (32) where the part ∗∗

is dropped (set to zero), can stabilize the voltages:
Theorem 1 (Stability of P-Voltage Control): Consider

the circuit in Fig. 2 with (2)–(6), (13), (30), where
each voltage level has bounded loads (disturbances)
and at least one controllable current source Iv,ref,j,k
(inputs). Consider the voltage controller (32) where the
part ∗∗ is dropped (i.e. KI,j,k = 0). Consider further
∀j : Cj = C,

∑oj−1
k=0 KP,j,k = KP. Then the closed-loop

system is stable if

KP < 0. (34)

Proof. See appendix.
However, a steady-state disturbance current (power) leads

to a steady-state voltage error if just P-controllers are used.
It can be shown that PI-controllers, i.e. (32)–(33), can also
stabilize the voltages, without steady-state error under steady-
state disturbances:
Theorem 2 (Stability of PI-Voltage Control): Consider the

circuit in Fig. 2 with (2)–(6), (13), (30), where each
voltage level has bounded loads (disturbances) and at
least one controllable current source Iv,ref,j,k (inputs). Con-
sider the voltage controller (32)–(33). Consider further
∀j : Cj = C,

∑oj−1
k=0 KP,j,k = KP,

∑oj−1
k=0 KI,j,k = KI.

Then the closed-loop system is stable if

− n

Rte
≤ KP < 0 ∧ KPn

CRte
≤ KI < 0 (35)

or

KP < −
n

Rte
< 0 ∧ KI ≤ −

(RteKP − n)2

CR2
te

< 0. (36)

Proof. See appendix.

C. Influence of the Voltage Control on the Control Vector:
Discussion of Assumption 7

Assumption 7 holds true only if Iv,ref,i(t) is small, ωref,i
is high, and/or the voltage error is small Uj(t) ≈ Uref,j(t),
cf. (30). Moreover, the influence of the voltage control is
minimized, if an equal increase of the propeller speeds in
any voltage level hardly affects τ (t), which can be seen as
fulfilled for symmetric topologies such as SCQ and SCD (see
Fig. 3). However, because Ti(t), Qi(t) ∼ ωi(t)

2 (cf. (7)–(8))
whereas the voltage control adds ∆ωi(t)

3 ∼ Iv,ref,i(t) (cf. (30)),
the voltage control does affect τ (t): The error is ∆τ (t) =
τ ref(t) − τ̃ ref(t) where τ̃ ref(t) results from (23)–(33). Fig. 5
plots the errors of the force sum and the roll moment for
the topology in Fig. 3 (a) and ∆U(t) = Uref,0(t) − U0(t) =
−Uref,1(t) +U1(t) ∈ [−2 V, 2 V], Uref,0(t) = Uref,1(t) = 24 V,
ζ0(t) = ζ1(t) = 0 and otherwise the data in Tab. I. Note that,
at |∆U(t)| = 2 V, the propeller power difference between
the two voltage levels is already |∑3

k=0 Iv,ref,0,k(t)U0(t) −∑3
k=0 Iv,ref,1,k(t)U1(t)| = 192 W, while the rated power of
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Fig. 5. Error of propeller force sum ∆F b
pΣ,z(t) (top) and of propeller roll-

moment sum ∆Mb
pΣ,x(t) (bottom) through voltage control for τ ref(t) ∈

{(20 . . . 40 N, 0, 0, 0)>} (a) or τ ref(t) ∈ {(20 . . . 40 N, 2 Nm, 0, 0)>} (b).

one propeller drive is only ≈ 100 W. Yet, the error ∆τ (t) is
(almost) negligible for a relevant force F b

pΣ,z(t) ≈ 30 . . . 40 N.
The results are similar for the topology in Fig. 3 (b) (not shown
in Fig. 5). Consequently, Assumption 7 can be confirmed,
particularly for high ωi(t) and low Iv,ref,i(t).

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Setup

The proposed series connections and control method were
tested with an octocopter demonstrator shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
The vehicle was tethered to a ground station with ground
tether angle sensors, which consisted of potentiometers and
rods and were designed similar to the angle sensors of [21].
With the angle sensors, the vehicle’s elevation and azimuth
positions were reconstructed and hence, with the knowledge
of the fixed tether length, the vehicle’s position was available
in spherical coordinates for position control (which includes
altitude control). The tether bridles consisted of “three Y”-
connections (cf. Fig. 7) which constrained the vehicle’s yaw
angle, similar to [4].

The propellers had 10 in diameter and “5 in pitch”. The
motors were three-phase BLDC (or permanent magnet) ma-
chines and were controlled with custom-built VSCs (ESCs)
with 6 . . . 60 V DC-link voltage range. On each ESC field
oriented current control, torque control, speed control and the
P-part of the voltage control (cf. Fig. 4) were executed with
10 kHz control cycle frequency and 20 kHz PWM frequency.
All ESCs communicated via an isolated CAN bus, which was
the only “special” design consideration for a possible series
connection, with which any of the ESCs could be connected
to any voltage level. Each ESC measured its DC-link voltage
based on a voltage divider, which was calibrated (by software)
before flight. Each ESC used its DC voltage reading for the
P-Voltage control.
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vehicle

angle
sensors
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operator 2

onboard DC
potentials ESC
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central
unit

motor &
propeller

batteries

Fig. 6. Experimental setup of the demonstrator with 2 m span.

ground
station

operator 2
with pole

hovering
vehicle

power & commu-
nication cables

safety line
(relaxed)

tether with
bridles

Fig. 7. Demonstrator during test flight. (The safety line of the pole of operator 2
is relaxed during normal operation. The only task of operator 2 is to rescue
the vehicle in case of unexpected behavior, for which operator 1 would shut
down the tether voltage.)

A low cost central micro controller in the center of mass
of the vehicle was connected to the CAN bus. Additional
sensors such as an inertial measurement unit and communica-
tion interfaces for operator commands and monitoring were
connected to the central micro controller. The central micro
controller executed the I-part of the voltage control, the control
allocation and superimposed controllers, such as attitude and
position controllers (cf. Fig. 4), with 100 Hz control cycle
frequency. Each voltage of a voltage level for the I-controller
was reconstructed as the average of all measured voltages of
all ESCs of the respective voltage level.

All voltage levels of the vehicle were conducted to the
ground by cables to additionally measure the voltages e.g.
with a multimeter during flight and to induce an additional
disturbance to challenge the voltage controller. The power
supply was a stack of four series connected 12 V lead-acid
batteries on the ground connected to the vehicle via a two-
phase cable. During the flight tests, a first operator (operator 1)
monitored and turned on and off the system while a second
operator (operator 2) held a pole, which was connected to
the vehicle by a rope (safety line), see Fig. 7: In case of an
unexpected behavior, operator 1 would shut down the tether

TABLE I
RELEVANT DEMONSTRATOR PARAMETERS (SEE ALSO FIG. 3).

Parameter Symbol & Value
arm lengths (L1, L2) = (0.325 m, 0.590 m)
propeller constants kT ≈ 1.52 · 10−5 Ns2/rad

kQ ≈ 2.95 · 10−7 Nms2/rad
tether voltage on ground Ute,g(t) ≈ 48 V
power supply & tether resistance Rte ≈ 0.6 Ω
VSC DC-capacitor ∀i : Ci = 2.2 mF
voltage reference ratio ∀j, t : rj(t) = 1/n
P-gain ∀j, k : KP,j,k = −0.5 A/V
I-gain ∀j, k : KI,j,k = −5 A/(Vs)

voltage, and operator 2 would catch/rescue the vehicle. As
highlighted in Fig. 7, the safety line of the pole of operator 2
was relaxed during normal flight operation.

The control algorithm was implemented in C++. Before
experimental testings, the system was simulated with a detailed
model implemented in C++. Tab. I lists relevant demonstrator
parameters.

B. Experiments

The vehicle was hovered on the tether at an almost constant
position with a pitch angle of θref(t) = 10 ◦ so that the tether
was under tension for an effective position measurement with
the tether angle sensors. The two topologies in Fig. 3 either
with P- or PI-voltage controllers and, as reference-scenario,
also a pure parallel connection were tested.

Fig. 8 shows the recorded measurements: In all cases, the
vehicle flew stably for several minutes, until the test was
terminated by the operators.2 Additionally, at time ts ∈ R[s],
the reference pitch angle was changed to θref(t) = 20 ◦ (i.e.
reference step response) and about 2 . . . 3 s later a Rd = 15 Ω
resistor was added to voltage level j = 0 and thus a defined
disturbance current was added (i.e. disturbance step response).
The proposed control method stabilized the voltages and
achieved the desired control vector τ ref(t), i.e. the control
problem (22)–(21) was solved successfully. The controllers
also stabilized the attitude as well as position of the vehicle.
The control error for all control variables was small. Only the
control error of the azimuth angle appears large compared to
the other angles, which however can be explained by the chosen
relatively slow closed-loop time constant of the azimuth angle
controller. No considerable difference between the investigated
drive connections was visible in the vehicle dynamics (cf.
the first five diagrams of Fig. 8 (a)–(e)). The noise of the
measurements was mainly caused by the low resolution of the
data transmission and estimators of the propeller speeds, which
were used to compute the propeller force sum and moment
sums with (17). The voltage errors were at all times less than
∀j : |∆Uj(t)| < 0.75 V and the P-controller had a steady-
state error while the PI-controller had not, as expected. Note
that no voltage control was necessary for the pure parallel

2The longest flight in the records was a bit more than three minutes. That
particular test and the ones shown in Fig. 8 were terminated by the operators
when the anticipated measurements were obtained. However, much longer
flight times could have been possible, maybe for hours, until the ground station
batteries were empty.
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Fig. 8. Recorded measurements for the topologies SCQ with (a) P- and (b) PI-voltage controllers respectively, SCD with (c) P- and (d) PI-voltage controllers
respectively, and (e) for a pure parallel connection of all propeller drives as reference-scenario. From top to bottom azimuth ϕ ( ) and elevation ϑ ( ) angles;
roll φ ( ) and pitch θ ( ) angles; propeller force sum F b

pΣ,z ( ); propeller moment sums Mb
pΣ,x(t) ( ), Mb

pΣ,y(t) ( ) and Mb
pΣ,z(t) ( );

propeller speeds ω0 ( ), ω1 ( ), ω2 ( ), ω3 ( ), ω4 ( ), ω5 ( ), ω6 ( ) and ω7 ( ); and voltage errors ∆Uj(t) = Uref, j(t)−Uj(t)
with ∆U0 ( ), ∆U1 ( ), ∆U2 ( ), and ∆U3 ( ). In all plots, measured (or estimated/filtered) values are solid lines ( ) while demanded
values are dashed lines ( ). At time t = ts the pitch angle reference was changed from θref(t) = 10 ◦ to 20 ◦ and about 2 . . . 3 s later a Rd = 15 Ω
resistor was added in voltage level j = 0, indicated by a vertical black line in the bottom plots.

connection which is why the bottom plot of Fig. 8 (e) contains
no data. However, this case is actually also covered by the
proposed general formulation of the voltage controller: As
n = 1 and Ute,v(t) = U0(t), the voltage error of the first level is
always ∆U0(t) = Uref,0(t)−U0(t) = r0(t)Ute,v(t)−Ute,v(t) =
1
1Ute,v(t) − Ute,v(t) = 0, hence always ∀i, j : Iv,ref,j,k(t) = 0.
The measurement results matched with the simulation results
of a detailed system model (not presented here) and to the
theoretical results in terms of stability and attenuation according
to (49) and (54), respectively.

It should be noted, that the purpose of the built demonstrator
and the test flights was a proof-of-principle. An actual applica-
tion such as crosswind kite power requires a tether voltage in
the order of 10 kV, which is several magnitudes higher than the
used 48 V. However, with such a low voltage, it was possible to
quickly build and test-fly a cost-efficient demonstrator without
the dangers imposed by high voltages. Moreover, a stability
proof for the general case is given in the appendix.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This study proposed to connect propeller drives of a tethered
multicopter partly in series to divide a possibly high tether
voltage into smaller voltages for each propeller drive. Hence,
additional DC-DC-power converter design and mass can be
avoided. A control method to stabilize the voltage of each level
while generating the requested propeller forces and moments
was developed: Besides using the additional degrees of freedom
given through a high number of propellers n � 4, the key
ideas were (i) conventional multicopter control, (ii) “symmetric”
choice of the propellers in the voltage levels such as series
connected quadcopters or series connected dualcopters, and thus
create the possibility to increase the power of any quadcopter
(dualcopter) and simultaneously decrease the power of other
quadcopters (dualcopters) to stabilize the voltages without (or
hardly) affecting the total forces and moments, (iii) increase
(decrease) of propeller speeds of a voltage level if its voltage
is too high (low), (iv) inversion of the nonlinear equations of
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the propeller power so that one propeller drive is thought as
combination of a controlled current source and a disturbance,
and (v) linear PI-controllers to control the linear electrical
system, that is decoupled from the propeller-generated vehicle
forces and moments through steps (ii)–(iv). Theoretical, numer-
ical and experimental validations demonstrated the feasibility
of the approach. The proposed control method was effective
in achieving reference tracking of forces and moments while
suppressing disturbances in the voltage levels.

Future works will focus on a formal approach of feasible
geometrical and electrical propeller placements, fault-tolerant
control, crosswind flight with power generation (crosswind
kite power/drag power), higher tether voltages, and improved
control methods (e.g. Nonlinear Model Predictive Control).
With the latter some assumptions made in this study could be
abandoned and thus e.g. extend the controller to be applicable
also in crosswind flights for power generating kites.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: STABILITY OF P-VOLTAGE
CONTROL

The system (3)–(17), (23)–(30) with the P-voltage con-
trollers (32), where the part ∗∗ is dropped (KI,j,k = 0), can be
written as

ẋ(t) = f c,P

(
x(t),uI(t),uc(t)

)
, x(t0) = xt0 (37)

with closed-loop system state vector

x(t) =
(
x0(t), x1(t), . . . , xn−1(t)

)>
=
(
U0(t), U1(t), . . . , Un−1(t)

)>
, (38)

closed-loop control inputs

uI(t) =
(
uI,0(t), uI,1(t), . . . , uI,m−1(t)

)>
=
(
ωref,0,0(t), ωref,0,1(t), . . . , ωref,0,o0−1(t),

ωref,1,0(t), ωref,1,1(t), . . . , ωref,1,o1−1(t),

. . . , ωref,n−1,on−1(t)
)>

(39)

uc(t) =
(
Uref,0(t), Uref,1(t), . . . , Uref,n−1(t)

)>
, (40)

closed-loop system function

f c,P

(
x(t),uI(t),uc(t)

)
= Ac,Px(t) +Bc,Puc(t)

+ d
(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
, (41)

closed-loop system matrix

Ac,P =


RteKP,0−1

RteC0
− 1

RteC0
. . . − 1

RteC0

− 1
RteC1

RteKP,1−1
RteC1

. . . − 1
RteC1

...
...

. . .
...

− 1
RteCn−1

− 1
RteCn−1

. . .
RteKP,n−1−1

RteCn−1

 , (42)

closed-loop input matrix

Bc,P =


−KP,0

C0
0 . . . 0

0 −KP,1
C1

. . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . −KP,n−1

Cn−1

 , (43)

and closed-loop disturbance function

d
(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
=



− kQ
C0

1
x0(t)

o0−1∑
k=0

ωref,0,k(t)3

− kQ
C1

1
x1(t)

o1−1∑
k=0

ωref,1,k(t)3

...

− kQ
Cn−1

1
xn−1(t)

on−1−1∑
k=0

ωref,n−1,k(t)3



+


1

C0Rte
Ute,g(t)− 1

C0
Id,0(t)

1
C1Rte

Ute,g(t)− 1
C1
Id,1(t)

...
1

Cn−1Rte
Ute,g(t)− 1

Cn−1
Id,n−1(t)

 ,

(44)

where

KP,j :=

oj−1∑
k=0

KP,j,k (45)

was summarized (without loss of generality). Note that the
inputs uI(t) to generate the desired control vector τ ref(t)
(cf. (23)–(26)) are interpreted as disturbance. The system is
stable, if the real parts of all eigenvalues of Ac,P are negative,
and if the disturbance d

(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
is bounded.

Remark 2: In each row j of d
(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
is a state

dependent term

kQ

Cj

1

xj(t)

oj−1∑
k=0

ωref,j,k(t)3 (46)

(cf. (44)) which is not in general bounded, e.g. for
xj(t) → 0 and

∑oj−1
k=0 ωref,j,k(t)3 6= 0. However, the

disturbance can be bounded by saturating the speed
references ωref,j,k(t) as function of the state in the
controller. A possible implementation is

ω′ref,j,k(t) =

{
3

√
xj(t)
xth,j(t)

ωref,j,k(t) for xj(t) < xth,j(t)

ωref,j,k(t) otherwise
(47)

where ω′ref,j,k(t) is the saturated speed reference and
xth,j(t) > 0 is a (possibly constant) threshold. Conse-
quently, if xj(t) < xth,j(t), (46) becomes

kQ

Cj

1

xth,j(t)

oj−1∑
k=0

ωref,j,k(t)3 (48)

which is bounded, and not a function of a state.
A simple analytical solution of the eigenvalues was found using
Matlab’s Symbolic Toolbox for the special (but meaningful)
case ∀j : Cj = C,KP,j = KP for which the n eigenvalues of
Ac,P become

λ0 =
RteKP − n
RteC

for n > 1, ∀j < n: λj =
KP

C
.

 (49)

Obviously, if KP < 0 then ∀j : <{λj} < 0 and the system is
stable. �
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2: STABILITY OF PI-VOLTAGE
CONTROL

With the voltage controller (32)–(33), the system func-
tion (41) becomes

f c,PI

(
x̃(t),uI(t),uc(t)

)
= Ac,PIx̃(t) +

(
Bc,P
0n×n

)
uc(t)

+

(
In

0n×n

)
d
(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
(50)

with closed-loop system matrix and closed-loop state vector

Ac,PI =


Ac,P


−KI,0

C0
0 . . . 0

0 −KI,1
C1

. . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . −KI,n−1

Cn−1


−In 0n×n

 ,

(51)

x̃(t) =
(
x(t)>, ζ0(t), ζ1(t), . . . , ζn−1(t)

)>
, (52)

where KP,j is as in (45) and

KI,j :=

oj−1∑
k=0

KI,j,k (53)

was summarized (without loss of generality). Again, the system
is stable, if the real parts of all eigenvalues of Ac,PI are negative,
and if the disturbance d

(
x(t),uI(t), t

)
is bounded (which could

be guaranteed by bounding uI(t) with dependency on x(t),
see Remark 2). A simple analytical solution of the eigenvalues
was found using Matlab’s Symbolic Toolbox for the special
(but meaningful) case ∀j : Cj = C,KP,j = KP,KI,j = KI for
which the 2n eigenvalues of Ac,PI are given by

λ0 =
RteKP ∓ n±

√
(RteKP − n)2 + 4KICR2

te

2RteC

for n > 1, ∀j < n: λj =
KP ±

√
K2

P + 4KIC

2C
.

 (54)

After some manipulations, the conditions (35)–(36) can be
found analytically for stability ∀j : <{λj} < 0. �

Further, it can be shown that a steady-state disturbance does
not lead to a steady-state voltage error in case of PI-controllers.
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